
Project 2: Source to source transformations

and tail recursion∗

CS4536 CS536

Due Midnight, end of Monday, 6 Feb

1 Background

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this assignment is for you to gain a deeper understanding
of the abstract syntax trees and the compilation process. In particular, you
will explore:

• How to make source-to-source transformations to implement a few
language primitives;

• Whether different implementation strategies are semantically equiva-
lent, and which is preferable;

• How the tail recursive optimization works; and

• The effect of changes to the treatment of tail recursion.

You will gain this understanding by writing source-to-source transformations
to implement let, for, and functions that take more than one argument.
You will also modify the code of the compiler to change its treatment of tail
recursion to determine whether it is still correct, or whether it has become
less efficient.

A major step in this project is reading the code of the language imple-
mentation. The files expand.lua and lcompile.lua are the central ones,
but you will also have to use the debugging code (at least) in lvm.lua.

∗Version with the whole assignment. A transformation extra credit problem has been
added, and the portion related to tail recursion is now written up. February 1, 2012.
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1.2 Due date

This assignment is due on Monday 6 Feb., at the end of the day (midnight).
See http://web.cs.wpi.edu/~cs4536/c12/#projects for information on
due dates and the late submission policy.

1.3 Your submission

Submit your project via Turnin https://turnin.cs.wpi.edu:8088/turnin.

rkt. Your submission should include one zip file with all of the source code
necessary to run your project. The zip file should also include a README
file that describes your additions to the code. This assignment is called
project2 there.

Say in your README file in the submission whether you are in cs4536
or in cs536.

Send email to mailto:turnin@cs.wpi.edu in case turnin is unrespon-
sive, to ask them to re-start it. Be sure to be ready to hand in your assign-
ment a bit early in case there are turnin disruptions.

All of the code you add should be documented. Implementing a language
can become a heavyweight task; proper documentation will both allow you
to keep better track of your work so that it does not, and will allow your
graders to follow your code more easily. Think of having readable and well-
documented code as being along the same lines as making sure you use
correct spelling in an essay. You may lose points if it becomes difficult for
your graders to read your code.

The current implementation is in the tar file: http://web.cs.wpi.edu/

~cs4536/c12/min_tr.tgz.

1.4 Grades

For this assignment you will be graded primarily based on the correctness
of your implementation and your adherence to the instructions. Your code
should correctly compile the example files, as you should check by executing
the resulting blasts.

You should hand in:

• A README file with an overview of your materials and with written
material to answer the discussion questions below;

• A file my_expanders.lua, containing your expanders and the code
to install them. You should model this on the examples in the file
expand.lua.
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• Three variants of lcompile.lua, each modifying the treatment of tail
recursion in a different way. These should be called lcompile_1.lua,
etc. Each should have your comments at the top, saying what change
you have made and summarizing the effect that it had. Include pro-
grams to exercise the problems these changes create.

The three expanders will be worth 60 points, and the variants on the
treatment of tail recursion will be worth 40 points. Thus, each expander
is worth 20 points. Each modification of tail recursion is worth 10 points,
including a program that exercises the change you’ve made. Your write-up
answering the questions below is worth 10 points.

For extra credit, you can do another expander, for 10 points extra credit.
If you find a bug in my code, that’s worth 10 points to the first person to
report the bug. System-specific problems (e.g. anything not working on
Windows :-), or requirements on the order you load files, are not bugs for
extra credit.

A Word about Loading Files. If a file has the line

module(..., package.seeall)

at the top, don’t load it directly. Instead, it will be loaded indirectly using
require.

For instance, the file expand.lua starts this way. That means that
another file can contain a line such as

require "expand"

that will cause it to be imported. Notice that the require form does not
mention the .lua extension.

The file lcompile.lua does contain a form requireing expand, so please
load that directly (e.g. with dofile). Also, lvm.lua is designed to be loaded
directly, and it requires some other modules.

One other caution: Once lua has installed a required module, further
executions of require for that name do nothing. If you change the code in
a module file, you will need to quit a running lua process and re-start to get
it to re-require.

2 What to do

There are two main areas within this project, namely source-to-source trans-
lations and compiling tail recursion.
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2.1 Source-to-source transformations

There are often programming language features that can be implemented in
different ways, and often there are new features that can be implemented by
representing them using existing language constructs. For instance, in class
we described how to represent do until in terms of while. In particular,
any program of the form:

do

... body code ...

until

(test)

can be transformed, replicating the body code and negating the test, into:

... body code ...;

while (not(test))

... body code ...

end

In both cases, the body code is definitely executed at least once, and the
then if the test is false, it will be executed at least once more, etc.

Thus, we can rewrite an abstract syntax tree for a program using do-
until into a syntax tree in a language that only has the while construct (and
sequencing via ; and negation for tests). The file expand.lua has example
expanders to handle do-while and also to handle a for-loop in a standard,
imperative, style.

Implementing let using functions. The let construct to declare a local
variable is equivalent to function call, in the sense that

let x = ...binding in

body code

has the same effect as a function call:

(function (x) body code)

(binding)

In both cases, the binding must be evaluated first, and when it has a value
v, then the body code can be executed in an environment in which x is
bound to v.
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Write an expander using the techniques of expand.lua to transform
abstract syntax trees using let into ASTs without let that use function
call instead.

Install the expander, and test it on several files from the xmpl directory,
i.e. xmpl/*.lua.

In your README, explain whether expanding lets in this way makes
the code more or less efficient with our implementation, giving a specific
example of extra work that has to be done one way but not the other.

For-loops in a recursive style A for-loop

for (i = start, finish)

body

end

can be implemented using a while-loop, in which the reference i gets assigned
a new value every time through the loop. This is the classic C semantics
for for-loops. The expand.lua file illustrates a simple mechanism to make
this work. We will assume here that the step is always +1 for each iteration
through the loop.

We can also implement it via a transformation to a letrec. In this
approach, i is not a reference that gets assigned, but simply a value that
gets bound to the successive numbers each time through the loop:

letrec fn = function (i)

if i <= finish

then

body ;

fn(i+1)

else

end in

fn(start)

Write an expander that transforms for-loops into recursive calls in this man-
ner.

Test your expander on several programs that use for-loops. You can use
the parser ˜guttman/bin/write ast on ccc.wpi.edu to parse new programs:

~guttman/bin/write ast my example.txt > my example.lua

Is this version more efficient than the imperative one or vice versa? Com-
ment in your README file.
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Implementing multiple arguments. As we commented in class, when-
ever we want a function f_two_arg(x,y) that takes two arguments, we can
use a function f_1(x) which returns another function. That function takes
its argument y and returns whatever f_two_arg(x,y) would have returned.
The same trick works for three-argument functions, etc.

The parser is set up so that it interprets function (: var1,var2,var3

:) as a multiargument function. It produces an AST with constructor
“mfunction” and a field “vars” that contains the list of variables. The field
“body” contains the body code. A call f(: e1, e2, e3 :) is a multiar-
gument application. It produces an AST with constructor “mapply” and a
field “fn” that contains the mfunction to call; “arguments” contains the list
of arguments.

Construct a pair of expanders that eliminate mfunctions and mapplies
using nested functions and function calls ((fe1)e2)e3.

Test your expander on several programs that use multiple-argument
functions.

Extra credit expander. If you would like to earn extra credit for an ad-
ditional expander, write one that eliminates while-loops using tail recursive
calls. The code:

while (test)

body

can be expanded to a recursive function call of the form:

letrec fn = function(ignore)

if test

then

body;

fn(1) -- any value is ok as arg

else

1 -- any value is ok as result

end in

fn(1)

Test your expander on several programs that use while-loops.

2.2 Tail Recursion, right and wrong

In the file lcompile.lua, each specialized procedure takes an argument tr,
which is a boolean flag. When it is true, the compiler has determined that
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the expression it’s currently compiling is in tail recursive position. When
it is false, the expression is in non-tail-recursive position. Each specialized
procedure makes recursive calls to the top-level compile procedure with a
value of the flag that may be:

true meaning that the recursive call is considering a sub-expression that is
definitely in tail recursive position;

false meaning that the recursive call is considering a sub-expression that is
definitely not in tail recursive position; or

tr meaning that the recursive call is considering a sub-expression that is in
tail recursive position if the specialist’s expression was in tail-recursive
position. That is, the sub-expression is in tail recursive position if and
only if the enclosing expression was.

As an example, the specialist procedure to compile a conditional expression
makes the recursive calls:

compile (ast.test, -- Compile the test

false, -- test *not* in tail recursive position

cenv, ...)

compile(ast.thencode, -- compile the consequent

tr, -- tail recursive if context is

cenv, ...)

compile(ast.elsecode, -- compile the alternative

tr, -- tail recursive if context is

cenv, ...)

Here, the code is asserting that the test of a conditional is definitely not in
tail recursive position. At run-time, control must return to this expression,
so that either the consequent or the alternative can be evaluated, depending
on the outcome of the test. We cannot just return the outcome of the test
to our caller.

On the other hand, the consequent and alternative could be in tail re-
cursive position, assuming that the conditional expression as a whole is in
tail recursive position.

Your job. Your job is to make three separate changes to lcompile.lua.
For each change, copy lcompile.lua to a new file such as lcompile_1.lua,
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making your change in the new file. Do not use compile_conditional,
since we already discussed it above.

At the top of the file, include a clear comment stating what change you
made, and where it is in the code. In your README file, briefly explain for
each of your three changes:

• What file name contains this change;

• What change you made, and where it is in the code;

• What effect you expect it to have when you apply it to example pro-
grams;

• What you need in an example program to show the effects;

• The file names for an example program such as example_1.txt, its
abstract syntax tree example_1.lua, and the generated blast using
your doctored compiler, example_1.blast;

• A piece of the debugging output when example_1.blast is run; and

• What conclusion you drew about the actual effect of your change.

You should make sure that at least one change makes the compiler too tail
recursive, and at least one change makes it not tail recursive enough. If you
can cause the code to return the wrong result, do that in as many examples
as possible.

You may use programs in the xmpl sub-directory. To parse your own
programs, you can use the program ~guttman/bin/write_ast on the CCC
unix machine. I believe that all students have accounts on it. You can
use scp or putty pscp to transfer files back and forth. Be sure that your
example programs are included in the zipped package you hand in.
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